Resolution on Maintaining the Stability of Information Support Systems
During Crucial Time Periods

Whereas students, faculty, administrators and academic advisors depend upon IIT’s information support systems to move smoothly into and out of semesters; and

Whereas between Friday, August 18th, and the first day of classes on Monday, August 21st, 2017, certain support functions were changed, causing considerable problems; now, therefore, be it

Resolved, that the members of the Undergraduate Studies Committee:

1. Request that changes to IIT’s information support systems not be implemented for a five-week period beginning two weeks before the first day of regular-semester classes through one week after the end of the add/drop period; and

2. Request that such changes also not be implemented for a three-week period beginning one week before regular-semester final exams and ending when the grade-entering window closes.

3. Fixes and other absolutely essential updates are excluded from these requests.